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“Climbing has gone from niche
sport to worldwide sensation.”
- The Guardian, 2018

What is
Bouldering?
Bouldering ® is a climbing activity done on low
height structures without the need for ropes.
Using a range of hand and foot holds of different
shapes and sizes, climbers of all ages and
abilities can put their skills and strength into
practice.

BENEFITS OF
BOULDERING....
Bouldering is beneficial both to an individual,
and to groups. Its increasing popularity is
making it a favoured activity for all ages.
Bouldering challenges each persons ability
to concentrate, balance, and persist with
problem solving. It encourages users to step
outside their comfort zone and improve in a
measurable way. This makes it unique to any
other sport or activity.

18%

GROWTH YEAR
ON YEAR

Rock climbing/Bouldering is fast
gaining international popularity
and has been included as an
Olympic sport.

About
Industrial by Nature (IBN) is a creative business, born from our background in product design
and product engineering. We have over 45 years experience in product development, structural
design, mechanical engineering, manufacturing and delivering new products to businesses around
the world.
Every product we make, every structure we build, we have proudly designed and manufactured in
Melbourne, Australia. Our goal is to provide challenging play structures that are unique, inviting
and long lasting.
We value inclusive activity and trust our structures embrace the needs of all. We understand what
children of all ages require to be challenged and engaged. We vigorously test all our products. We
design, we climb, we build, we install. We stand behind everything we do.

www.industrialbynature.com.au

Balldering

Enhance your
space
Be part of the Challenge Play movement. Provide
unique, inclusive and challenging elements into your
space. The community response and engagement is
nothing short of incredible.

It is an excellent form of
exercise, activating key
muscles in arms, legs
and core, not to mention
activating the mind.

656

MUSCLES
REQUIRED FOR
BOULDERING®

Be Unique. People grow when they are challenged.
They get a different perspective when they are in a
new environment. Don’t be predictable. Offer new.
Offer different. Offer a challenge. Reward those
searching for new, striving to grow.
Value strength, agility, problem solving, movement,
mental dexterity, and the determination people have.
Let them use it. Give them an apparatus to thrive.
Value inclusiveness. All structures cater for the
novice to experienced climber/scrambler. The
imposing and engaging appearance of a Bouldering
playspace is a clear message. You are progressive.
You provide activities to the often forgotten teen
market. You are innovative. You embrace new.
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MOST INCLUSIVE
PLAY APPARATUS
Inclusive activity suitable for
all ages, from beginners to
experienced.
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Bouldering Range
There’s a BOULDERING ® structure to suit any application and space.
Each structure has a range of difficulty levels, from beginner to advanced. The
difficulty level can be customised, with designs carefully considered to ensure safety
and compliance. The structures are a balance of challenge and variety.

2855

1618
8191*

JUNIOR

6
6486*

This perfect introduction to rock climbing will fit smaller
spaces whilst still delivering the complete experience of
what bouldering is all about. Don’t underestimate the
JUNIOR of the bunch.

2921

3658

2195
8907*

EDGE

9

This is where it all began, the rock-solid EDGE. Delivering
a full height bouldering experience with beginner to
advanced climbing face angles and routes. The iconic
stature is available in a variety of colour options and is
the perfect addition to the modern playground or public
space.

7266*

2921

3802

2187
9122*

MONOLITH

10

7156*

The infamous MONOLITH is trying to steal the limelight.
With increased climbing surface area and varied face
angles, the MONOLITH is a great alternative or addition to
an EDGE with a similar footprint size.
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*Fallzone in shaded region
Softfall to AS 4685:1
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Bouldering C ustom

Our in-house design and engineering team can create a complete custom solution to utilise the full
potential of any space. Bouldering structures or walls can form an exciting focal point of any outdoor
landscape or interior design. A harmonious balance is achieved through careful consideration of rockclimbing challenges, aesthetic design and the environment. Stand out or blend in, you decide....

TITAN
12843*

2921
4372

7889

12670*

2921
7045

3343

*Fallzone in shaded region
Softfall to AS 4685:1
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This behemoth of a structure
is the focal point of any
playground or public space. Its
imposing stance is highlighted
with an arc that all climbers
7839* will be drawn to. Twice the
size means twice the climbing
space to explore for people of
all ages. From young children
to experienced climbers,
they will all find something to
challenge their limits on the
TITAN.

LEGEND

20

People claim to have
conquered this mythical
structure yet no one has
actually seen anyone do
it. Standing as the largest
8341* structure in the Bouldering
range the LEGEND is the
ultimate in both stature
and challenge. The range
of striking colour schemes,
panel arrangements and hold
configurations will draw a
crowd and test everyone.

Popular CUSTOM APPLICATIONS:
•

Climbing walls built to size; straight, angled or faceted

•

Unique one-off bouldering structures

•

Gym workout fitness climbing applications

•

Temporary public space pop-up installations

Bouldering Seating
This perfect addition to the climbing structures, or as a
standalone seat, the Bouldering Seating Range offers
modern and dynamic park benches for any outdoor space.

462
1800
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All of our products are designed
to be manufactured locally in
Australia. We have vast experience
in industrial manufacturing and
production. Each and every one of
our products benefits from both
our experience and the knowledge
of our valued supply partners.

“

C reativity is thinking up new things. Innovation is making new things. ”
-Theodore Levitt

We Create, we Innovate, we Engineer.

Our extensive background in tooling
and plastic moulding perfectly
complements our 25+ years in
designing for the playground
industry.
Our creative influence in playspaces
across Australia begins with
toolmaking and precision moulding.
All proudly done right here in
Australia.

Production

Colour

Material

Our products and
their components are
born from a variety
of manufacturing
processes. We
consider all aspects
of manufacturing and
production to ensure
our components are
of the highest quality,
being manufactured
in the most suitable
process.

The colour schemes
available on our
standard product
ranges have been
meticulously
considered. We
match colours to
create eye catching
designs that will
appeal to the public
and the user.

We use only the best
available materials.
Australian made,
fully recyclable HDPE,
recycled HDPE,
graffiti resistant HPL,
Stainless Steel, hot
dipped galvanised
steel and incredibly
robust Polyester. All
our chosen materials
have stood the test of
time, weather and the
high-traffic use of the
general public.
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H olds

C ustom
Everything

All of our grips,
Each aspect of a
volumes and
component plays
holds are carefully
an important role
considered and
in terms of lifecycle,
created. We choose
quality and the
where they are
experience of the
positioned on the
user. If we can find a
structure, what shape component that will
they will be and
work how we want,
what colour we use.
we make our own.
This process plays a
Our custom stainless
significant part in the steel fasteners secure
success of the final
our structures with a
product and its one of clean and crisp finish.
our favourite jobs.

Specifications / FAQ
•

All Bouldering structures exceed
strict Australian Playground
Standards and Structural Codes
including AS2316.1-2009 &
AS4685.1-2014.

•

Designed, engineered and
manufactured in Melbourne,
Australia.

•

Robust and Built to last using
innovative steel framework and
rigorous material selection criteria,

Other Products by

our products will withstand harsh
Australian conditions.
•

All products are factory built,
come sub-assembled and they can
be installed, fitted off and secured

CUMULUS ® is a sensory introduction to rock climbing specifically
designed for young children.
Clustered together to form a fascinating shape of infinite possibilities, it aims to ignite

on site within hours.
•

the imagination through sensory play. The CUMULUS standard range includes three

Graffiti-resistant panels, custom
tamper-proof fasteners, propriety

sizing options, available in an endless palette of colours to suit any environment.

mouldings and unique holds.
•

Australian designed and
protected.

Our Team
Arranged together to form shapes inspired by all things
intergalactic, BALLDERING ® encourages the desire to explore to
new heights beyond our world.
The highly tactile surface on our BALLDERING structures encourages curiosity.
Available in all the colours of the universe.

We proudly support...
Introducing CUBIX ® the dynamic and colourful new seating range.
This modular range allows any space to be enhanced, whether it be an addition to an
existing play space, or creating the space itself.

SEE OUR INTRODUCTION TO BOULDERING BROCHURE OR GO TO WWW.INDUSTRIALBYNATURE.COM.AU FOR MORE INFORMATION
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DISTRIBUTED BY:

CONTACT AUSTEK PLAY
PHONE

1300 433 364

EMAIL

info@austekplay.com.au

www.austekplay.com.au
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IBN BOULDERING 02 20201120

